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1.0 Introduction

In 1999 the IAEA Coordination Research Project (CRP) sponsored a meeting entitled.
Updating Codes and Methods to Reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of the LMFR reactivity
Effects[l]. The general objective of that meeting was to suggest ways to validate, verify, and
improve methodologies and computer codes used for the calculation of reactivity effects in fast
reactors so that these reactors can be used to reduce the size of stored weapons-grade material.
As part of that meeting, a RZ benchmark was proposed so that differing analysis groups could
compare calculational methodologies and various calculated parameters for one specific loading
configuration. The configuration chosen, following a proposal by the Russian Federation, was a
hybrid BN-600 reactor configuration that has a combination of high-enriched uranium (HEU)
and mixed oxide assemblies in the core region.

A second Research Coordinating Meeting (RCM) of the CRP was held in Vienna in
November 2000[2]. At this meeting, analysis results for the Phase I and Phase II benchmarks
were presented by Korean, lapanese, European, American, Russian, Chinese, and Indian
representatives. Preliminary comparisons of the reactivity coefficient results were performed. In
addition, future activities of the CPR were discussed; and the Phase 3 work scope was defined.

Included in this report are calculations that highlight the differences between homogeneous
and heterogeneous models, rod worths, and burnup effects on reactivity coefficients.
Specifically, what will be presented are:
(1) beginning-of-cycle (BOC) control rod worths,
(2) end-of-cycle (EOC) eigenvalue, Doppler coefficient, and sodium density coefficient with the
homogeneous model, and
(3) BOC eigenvalue control rod worth, and sodium density coefficient calculated with a
heterogeneous model for both driver assemblies and control rod assemblies.

2.0 BN-600 Partial MOX Benchmark Configuration

The hexagonal model for a partial mixed oxide loading was completely described in the



benchmark announcement 1]. Basically, the core consists of a low enrichment inner zone (LEZ),
a HEU middle zone (MEZ), and a HEU outer zone (HEZ). Between the MEZ zone and ihe HEZ
zone there was a mixed oxide zone (MOX). Axially uniform BOG atom fractions for these
enriched-fuel zones are shown in Table 1. Interspersed radially in the. LEZ zone were three
control rod zones (SHR) and one scram rod zone (SCR). Radially, beyond the HEU outer driver
zone were two steel shielding zones (ZSH) followed by a radial reflector zone (REF). From the
table it is seen that, for this benchmark configuration, each enriched region has a burnup of 2-3%.
The geometry used in all hexagonal-Z calculations only modeled 1/6 of the core.

Table 1. Atom Fractions in Enriched-Region Materials (HM = heavy metal, LFP = Lumped
Fission Products).

Item

U/HM

U-235/U

U-236/U

U-238/U

Pu/HM

Pu-239/Pu

Pu-240/Pu

Pu-241/Pu

Pu-242/Pu

LFP/(HM+LFP)-

Zone Atom Fraction

LEZ

0.9821

0.1480

0.0067

0.8453

0.0179

0.9687

0.0305

0.0008

0.0000

0.0293

MEZ

0.9855

0.1875

0.0071

0.8054

0.0145

0.9748

0.0247

0.0005

0.0000

0.0305

MOX

0.7951

0.0026

0.0001

0.9973

0.2049

0.9129

0.0815

0.0052

0.0004

0.0270

HEZ •

0.9904

0.2416

0.0064

0.7519

0.0096

0.9818

0.0177

0.0005

0.0000

0.0256

In the control rod zone, the bottom of the absorber was parked at the core midplane, whereas,
in the scram rod zone the absorber was parked above the enriched fuel region. This positioning
will be referred to as the "core midplane bank position". This positioning of control materials,
as defined in the benchmark specifications, will give axial flux asymmetry similar to typical
operating conditions.

Axially, starting from the bottom, each driver zone contained a lower reflector zone (20.0
cm), lower axial blanket zone (35.2 cm), core zone (104.4 cm), upper axial blanket zone (30.2
cm), and an axial reflector zone (20.0 cm).

Individual fission products are not modeled; what are used are fission product "lumps". The
lumped fission product model is based on isotopic data for 180 individual isotopes. Each lump



is created from fission yields based on U-235 (lump referred tp as LFP35), U-238 (LFP38), Pu-
239 (LFP39), Pu-240 (LFP40), and Pu-241 (LFP41) fission,and subsequent transmutation in a
typical fast reactor spectrum. In the BOC model, all fission products were assumed to be from
the lump LFP35.

3.0 Codes

The system eigenvalue, powers, and fluxes for the benchmark partial-mixed-oxide BOC
core loading were determined using the nodal Hexagonal-Z option of the DEF3D[3] diffusion
theory code and a 230 energy group structure.

Accurate predictions of the radioactive spent fuel inventory require specification of the
neutron irradiation field to which an assembly was exposed throughout its lifetime. Given the
BOC fuel loading, the REBUS-3 fuel cycle analysis code[4] was utilized to compute EOC
compositions for each specified depletion region. Within REBUS, calculations to predict the
space and energy dependence of the neutron flux were performed by the DEF3D flux solution
module using a three-dimensional (hexagonal-Z) nodal diffusion method and a 230 energy group
structure. Burnup chains spanning the range from U-234 to Cm-246 were utilized. Structure and
control materials were not activated or depleted. Region-dependent broad group cross sections
based on ENDF/B-V.2 were generated using the MC2-2[5] code for typical BN-600
compositions. (A similar methodology was employed for fuel management calculation of the
EBR-II experimental reactor; and excellent agreement was observed between the calculational
predictions and experimental data.)

Control rod worths and sodium density reactivity coefficients have been calculated with
homogeneous and heterogeneous models. When heterogeneous models are used, the system
eigenvalues were determined using the MCNP-4B [6] Monte Carlo code. When homogeneous
models are used, system eigenvalues were determined with either DIF3D or MCNP.

All calculations were normalized to 1470 MWt. Power was calculated with isotopic
MeV/fission and MeV/capture factors which include gamma heating (i.e., local energy
deposition model). For the burnup calculations the core power was normalized such that all
power was deposited at the point of fission using an energy per fission value of 200 MeV for all
nuclides and 0 MeV per capture for all nuclides.

4.0 Cross Sections

The multi-group cross sections are based on ENDF/B-V.2 data and were generated using the
MC2-2 code. For structural materials, a resonance screening procedure was utilized to pre-
process broad resonances into the MC2-2 Smooth data library at the 2082 group level. Self-
shielding effects of the remaining resonances are explicitly evaluated in MC2-2 assuming the
narrow resonance approximation, allowing for Doppler broadening, scattering interference, and
overlap with neighboring resonances.



- Z Q > 4 -

For eight benchmark material compositions (inner core, middle core, mixed oxide core, outer
core, axial blanket, axial reflector, radial steel shield, and radial reflector), homogeneous ultra-
fine-group flux calculations were performed using MC2-2. For regions that contained enriched
fuel, the consistent PI method was used with group-independent bucking search for the
fundamental mode spectrum calculations performed with 2082 groups. In regions that did not
contain enriched fuel, an infinite-medium fixed source MC2-2 calculation was done to determine
the collapsing spectrum. In these fixed source calculations, the fixed source was an estimated
2082 group leakage spectrum (DB2cp) from an adjacent zone.

Two-hundred and thirty energy group cross sections were generated for eight zones of the
BN-600 reactor configuration. For each of the four enriched-fuel regions, the fundamental mode
weighting spectrum was determined using the compositions specified in the benchmark. The
group constant set used in all axial blanket zones was collapsed using an estimated leakage
spectrum from the middle core zone as the fixed source in the MC2-2 calculation. Furthermore,
the group constant set used in all axial reflector zones was collapsed using an estimated leakage
spectrum from the axial blanket zone as the fixed source in the MC2-2 calculation. The gfoup
constant sets for the steel shield and reflector zones were obtained in a similar manner. The
group constant set for the steel shield used an estimated leakage spectrum from the outer core
zone as the MC2-2 fixed source and the estimated fixed source for the reflector zone calculation
was an estimated leakage spectrum from the steel shield zone.

Cross sections were generated at standard operating temperatures and at elevated
temperatures so that Doppler coefficients could be determined. Standard operating temperature
for the fuel was 1500 degrees Kelvin (°K); all other materials were taken to be at 600 °K. At
elevated temperatures, the fuel temperature was 2100 °K with all other materials at 900 °K.
(These specific temperatures were obtained from in the benchmark specifications.) Lumped
fission product cross sections were generated at the fuel operating temperature.

5.0 Control Rod Worth at BOC Conditions

In the Phase II calculations the control rods (all 19 control rods called SHR rods) were
positioned at the core-midplane bank position. To define the control rod worth for the whole
bank of rods, two nodal diffusion hexagonal-Z calculations were performed, one with the SHR
rods "up" and the other with the rods "down". From the benchmark Phase ITI announcement,
"up" is defined as the axial position were the bottom of the B4C is 5.5 cm above the top of the
core, and "down" is defined as the position were the bottom of the B4C is at the bottom of the
core. These BOC calculations used the 230 group cross section set discussed above and have
unit-cell smeared (homogeneous) atom densities in all regions. Shown in Table 2 are the system
eigenvalues and rod worth per rod for the case where all 19 SHR rods are moved from the up to
down position. To calculate the worth in terms of dollars, Ak/kk' was divided by the delayed
fraction ((3) calculated using Triangular-Z diffusion theory and 230 energy groups ((3=0.00551).
(Also shown in the table, for comparison purposes only, is the eigenvalue when the SHR rods are



parked at the midplane of the core.)

Table 2. BN-600 Benchmark Hexagonal-Z Nodal Eigenvalues and SHR Rod Worth.

SHR Rod Position
Up

Down
Core-midplane bank

Eigenvalue | Rod Worth, $/rod
1.02756
0.96299
0.99592

-
0.6235

-

6.0 Burnup Effects

The REBUS-3 code was used to determine depletion isotopics. The irradiation cycle was
140 days of irradiation at a total power level of 1470 MWt using homogeneous (region-smeared)
atom densities. As mentioned in Section 3, the set used in these calculations assumed 200
MeV/fission for fissionable isotopes and 0 MeV/capture for all isotopes. Several BOC and EOC
quantities from these calculations are shown in Table 3. The reduction in driver power between
BOC and EOC conditions reflects the burnup of fissile material in the driver region and tlje
build-up of fissile material in the axial blanket region. (Recall that the control rods stay at the
midplane bank position in these depletion calculations and are non-depletable.)

Table 3. BN-600 Benchmark Parameters at BOC and EOC Conditions

Eigenvalue
1/6 Core Driver Power, MW

1/6 Core Heavy Metal Mass, Kg
Core Flux, 1015 n/cm2s

Percent Core Flux > 0.1 MeV

BOC
0.99592
239.45
1859.03
4.243
61.28

EOC
0.97162
237.28
1823.84
4.413
60.77

The one cycle (J40 day) irradiation results in a core-average burnup of 1.93 atom percent
(17.95 GWd/MT).

The parameters shown in Table 3 assume that the control rods have been parked at the core
midplane bank location. The control rods were then repositioned to the raised position and the
system eigenvalue, Doppler coefficient, and sodium density coefficient were then re-calculated.
The EOC eigenvalue with the rods in the up position was 1.00342. This value is to be compared
with the other eigenvalues shown in Tables 2 and 3.

6.1 Burnup Effects - Doppler Coefficient

Doppler coefficients for the four enriched zones (LEZ, MEZ, MOX, HEZ), the
core region, the upper axial blanket region, and the core plus upper axial blanket region are
shown in Table 4 for three configurations. Values are shown for the BOC configuration with the
rods at the core midplane bank position, and for BOC and EOC conditions with the rods fully
withdrawn (rods up position). All these coefficients were determined using diffusion



perturbation theory methods (Triangle-Z geometry). From Table 4 the rod motion effect can be
determined (by comparing the coefficients at BOC conditions for the two different rod positions)
along with the burnup effect (by comparing the coefficients at the rods up position for BOC and
EOC conditions). Given all the calculational differences (differing rod positions and differing
isotopics), the overall values are not all that different.

Table 4. BN-600 Benchmark Doppler Coefficient at EOC and BOC Conditions.

Region
LEZ
MEZ
MOX
HEZ
Core

Upper Axial Blanket
Core + Upper Axial Blanket

Doppler Coefficient, 1000*T3k/3T
BOC (rods in)

-3.41
-0.85
-1.04
-0.70
-6.00
-0.16
-6.16

BOC (rods up)
-3.71

' -0.87
-0.92
-0.56
-6.05
-0.23
-6.28

EOC (rods up)
-4.11
-0.93
-0.97
-0.59
-6.60
-0.27
-6,87

It is observed that the Doppler coefficient is less negative at BOC conditions relative to
EOC conditions. This is counterintuitive since the core U-238 constituent is reduced at EOC.
However, it is suspected this change is caused by a power shift in the LEZ zone at EOC, as
indicated by the component results in Table 4.

In Table 4 the coefficients were determined using perturbation methods with Triangle-Z
geometry. As a check on calculational methodology, Doppler coefficients were also determined
using k-differences with the eigenvalues determined using nodal (Hez-Z) methods. The
coefficients and coefficient differences are shown in Table 5. From the table, it is seem that the
differences between calculational methods are small.

Table 5. EOC Doppler Coefficients Calculated with k-differences (Nodal Diffusion) and
Perturbation Methods (Triangle-Z diffusion).

Region
Core

Upper Axial Blanket
Core + Upper Axial Blanket

Doppler Coefficient, 1000*T3k/3T
Tri-Z
-6.60
-0.27
-6.87

Nodal
-6.62
-0.26
-6.89

diff, %
0.30
-3.70
0.29

6.2 Burnup Effects -Sodium Density Coefficient

Shown in Table 6 are sodium coolant density coefficients. Shown are values determined at
BOC conditions with the SHR rods at core midplane bank conditions, at BOC conditions with
the SHR rods in the up position, and at EOC conditions with the SHR control rods in the up
position. All of these coefficients were determined using Triangle-Z diffusion theory
perturbation methods. Also included in Table 6 are coefficients determined, at BOC conditions



with the SHR rods at core midplane bank conditions, using Monte Carlo methods. (The-
deterministic "Core + UAB" values were obtained by adding the calculated "Core" value and the
calculated "UAB" value.) Also shown for the Monte Carlo methods values are the standard
deviation [a] associated with the given mean values. (These are not fractional standard
deviations but the 68% confidence interval for the actual coefficient.) Because it was thought
that the Monte Carlo UAB is a small effect, the UAB value was determined by subtracting the
calculated "Core + UAB" value from the calculated "Core" value. All of these calculations used
smeared atom number densities inside the calculational unit cell (assembly plus Vi of the sodium
between assemblies).

Table 6. BN-600 Benchmark Sodium Density Reactivity Coefficients at BOC and EOC
Conditions.

Region

LEZ
MEZ
MOX
HEZ
Core*

UAB**
Core + UAB

Sodium Density Coefficient (103 * dk/kk'/dp/p)
BOC (rods in)

-2.64
-0.67
0.42

3.121
0.24
0.56
0.80

BOC (rods up)

-2.23
-0.37
0.46
2.58
0.43
0.74
1.17

EOC (rods up)

-3.95
-0.79
-0.08
2.223
-2.60
0.65
-1.95

BOC (rods in)
Monte Carlo

(a)
-2.72 (0.54)
-0.67 (0.54)
-0.04 (0.54)
2.95 (0.54)
-0.48 (1.08)
-0.39 (1.21)
-0.87 (0.54)

* Core Region (sum of LEZ, MEZ, MOX, and HEZ Regions)
** Upper Axial Blanket (UAB)

As expected the density coefficient becomes more negative (corresponding to positive void
worth) at EOC. This is attributed to the build up of fission products leading to a harder
spectrum, and is exacerbated by the power shift into the low leakage LEZ zone, as shown in
Table 6. Furthermore, the density coefficient computed with Monte Carlo methods appears to be
~0.15% more negative (more positive void worth!).

The values in Table 6 were obtained by removing all the flowing from the assembly. To
determine the effect of removing less than all of the flowing sodium when determining the
coefficient, a series of k-difference calculations were done with varying amounts of sodium
removed. (The deterministic eigenvalues were determined using nodal diffusion theory.) Shown
in Table 7 are the BOC system eigenvalues and the BOC sodium density coefficients for all
(LEZ, MEZ, MOX, HEZ) core regions, plus all upper axial blanket regions, when differing
amount of flowing sodium are removed from these reactor regions. As seen from Table 7 the
deterministic BOC values vary by only about 10%, while there are significant changes in the
Monte Carlo values. With low fractions of sodium removed, the Monte Carlo eigenvalues are
relatively close to the base case eigenvalue. Therefore, when the eigenvalues are subtracted, the
significant digits are lost while the resultant standard deviations remain high. Thus when divided
by flowing sodium dp/p, to obtain the overall coefficient, the low coolant removal cases have



very high standard deviations.

Table 7. BN-600 Benchmark BOC Eigenvalues and BOC Sodium Density Coefficient using
Nodal Diffusion Theory and Monte Carlo Methods - Homogeneous Model.

Percentage Flowing
Sodium Removed

100
90
50
10
1

0 (base case)

Eigenvalue

Diffusion
0.996392
0.996327

-0.996082
0.995849
0.995800
0.995795

MCNP (a)
1.016238(0.00008)
1.016110(0.00032)
1.017060(0.00031)
1.016130(0.00032)
1.015970(0.00032)
1.015753 (0.00008)

Flowing Sodium Density Coefficient
103 * ak/kk'/ap/p

Diffusion
-0.602
-0.596

. -0.578
-0.545
-0.539

-

- MCNP (a)
-0.470(0.106)
-0.366 (0.495)
-2.497 (0.877)
-3.657 (3.287)

-19.380 (44.553)
-

The overall BOC "Core+UAB" coefficient calculated using perturbation theory methods is
0.80 (see Table 6). When converted to a flowing sodium coefficient, the value is 0.68. The
corresponding l a Monte Carlo value from Table 6 is between -0.58 and -0.36. While all
numbers are small, the difference is most likely due to the calculational methodology.

In Table 6 the coefficients were determined using perturbation methods with Triangle-Z
geometry. As a check on calculational methodology in determining the sodium density
coefficients, coefficients were also determined using k-differences with the eigenvalues
determined using nodal (Hez-Z) methods. The coefficients and coefficient differences are shown
in Table 8. From the table, it is seem that the differences between calculational methods are
small.

Table 8. EOC Sodium Density Coefficients Calculated with k-differences (Nodal Diffusion) and
Perturbation Methods (Triangle-Z diffusion).

Region
Core

Upper Axial Blanket
Core + Upper Axial Blanket

Sodium Density Coefficient, 1000*dk/kk7dp/p
Tri-Z
-2.60
0.65
-1.95

Nodal
-2.55
0.65
-1.90

diff, %
-1.92
0.00
-2.56

7.0 Heterogeneous Effects - BOC Conditions

In all of the above calculations all materials inside the calculational unit cell (assembly plus
V* of the sodium between assemblies) are homogenized. In this section control rod worths and
sodium density reactivity coefficient are determined for heterogeneous assemblies. In
heterogeneous calculations each pin in each fueled assembly type is modeled separately. Inside
the assembly wrapper (hexcan), which is also modeled separately, each pin region is modeled as
a fuel region surrounded by cladding and coolant region. Outside of the hexcan there is a gap
thickness of sodium. From the inside out, heterogeneous control rods were modeled as B4C



absorber regions surrounded by cladding material, inner and outer supplant pins, a hexGan, and a
rod wrapper. The remaining parts of the control rods were .filled with sodium coolant.;

Control rod motion eigenvalues and rod worths are shown in Section 7.1, while sodium
density reactivity coefficient calculations are shown in Section 7.2.

7.1 Control Rod (SHR) Worth - Heterogeneous Model

Control rod (SHR) worths are determined with a model that had the enriched fuel (driver)
assemblies modeled heterogeneously and the control rods modeled homogeneously and a model
that had the enriched fuel assemblies modeled heterogeneously and the control rods modeled
heterogeneously. These control rod movement eigenvalues are compared with the all-
homogeneous model, described in Section 5.0, in Table 9, and the control rod worths are shown
in Table 10. Also shown in the tables, for the Monte Carlo values are the standard deviation [a]
associated with the calculated value. (All worths were based on the Triangular-Z delayed
neutron fraction [0.00551]). The deterministic eigenvalues are smaller than the corresponding
Monte Carlo eigenvalues because the deterministic value cross sections were evaluated at
operating temperatures (1500K for fuel and 600K for structure and coolant), whereas, the Monte
Carlo eigenvalues were determined from 300K cross sections. From Table 10 it is seen that
heterogeneity effects are not that large in the determination of the control rod worth. The
deterministic value is inside l a for all cases considered.

Table 9. BN-600 Benchmark Control (SHR) Rod Worth Eigenvalues (all SHR rods moved).

Method
diffusion
diffusion

Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo

Driver Assembly
homogeneous
homogeneous

homogeneous
homogeneous

heterogeneous
heterogeneous

heterogeneous
heterogeneous

Control (SHR) Assembly (Position)
homogeneous (up)

homogeneous (down)

homogeneous (up)
homogeneous (down)

homogeneous (up)
homogeneous (down)

heterogeneous (up)
heterogeneous (down)

Eigenvalue (a)
1.02756
0.96299

1.04773(0.00033)
0.98308(0.00031)

1.04915(0.00029)
0.98429 (0.00028)

1.04948 (0.00029)
0.98757 (0.00028)

Table 10. BN-600 Benchmark Control (SHR) Rod Worth (per rod).

Method
diffusion

Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo

Driver Assembly
homogeneous
homogeneous
heterogeneous
heterogeneous

Control (SHR) Assembly
homogeneous
homogeneous
homogeneous
heterogeneous

Rod Worth , $/rod (a)
0.6235

0.5998 (0.0798)
0.6001 (0.0709)
0.5708 (0.0706)



7.2 Sodium Density Reactivity Coefficient - Heterogeneous Model

The benchmark announcement requested that the heterogeneous sodium density
coefficient be determined from a 1% density change difference calculation. We currently are not
able to determine eigenvalues for heterogeneous geometries using deterministic methods.
Therefore, we had to resort to determining the heterogeneous eigenvalues using Monte Carlo
methods. However, the calculated eigenvalue difference, for a 1% change in the flowing sodium
density, resulted in an extremely large standard deviation. Therefore the heterogeneous Monte
Carlo sodium density coefficient was determined by differencing the base case eigenvalue with
the eigenvalue where all the flowing sodium had been removed from the driver and upper axial
blanket region. Shown in Table 11 are the sodium density coefficients, and the corresponding
reactivity effect for the loss of all sodium in the core region plus upper axial blanket region, when
the coefficient is calculated with deterministic methods or either homogeneous or heterogeneous
Monte Carlo methods. In the heterogeneous calculations, the wire wrap steel was assumed
smeared with the coolant sodium.

Table 11. Comparison of Monte Carlo and Deterministic Sodium Reactivity Coefficient,

Method
Deterministic(diffusion theory)
Homogeneous (Monte Carlo)
Heterogeneous (Monte Carlo)

Sodium Coefficient
103 * 9k/kk7dp/p

0.801
-0.865 ±0.537
1.5510.478

Reactivity Effect for loss of all sodium
%Ak/kk'
-0.0801

0.0865 ± 0.0537
-0.1550 ±0.0478

The difference between the deterministic void worth value and the homogeneous Monte
Carlo value is -0.15% [0.0865% - (-0.0801%)] and the Monte Carlo homogeneous versus
heterogeneous worth difference is approximately -0.25% [-0.155% -0.0865%]. Thus the worth
difference between the deterministic value and the heterogeneous Monte Carlo value is
approximately -0.1% [-0.155% - (-0.0801%)].

The heterogeneous coefficient was calculated using one of two models. The first model had
the wire-wrap smeared with the cladding (coefficient 0.385E-3, not shown in Table 11), whereas;
the second model had the wire-wrap smeared with the coolant (coefficient 1.55E-3, value shown
in Table 11). The wire with the clad model is considered inferior because the actual wire wrap
partially occupies the space between pins; however, it is instructive to illustrate the impact of this
geometric change on the leakage effects.

8.0 Summary

Calculations for a Hexagonal-Z model of the BN-600 reactor with a partial mixed oxide
loading, based on a joint EPPE/OBMK loading configuration that contained three uranium
enrichment zones and one plutonium enrichment zone in the core, have been performed at ANL.

Control-rod worths and reactivity feedback coefficients were calculated using both
homogeneous and heterogeneous models. These values were calculated with either first-order



perturbation theory methods (Triangle-Z geometry), nodal eigenvalue differences (Hexagonal-Z
geometry), or Monte Carlo eigenvalue differences. Both spatially-dependent and region^
integrated values are shown.
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